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Calico Wallpaper is pleased to present 

Ephemera, a guest designed collection 

created with Meyer Davis. Combining various 

shapes, textures and materials, Ephemera 

creates a dynamic composition with an illusion 

of depth on the wall.

Drawing inspiration from the approach of 

early 20th century modernists such as Matisse, 

Calder, Corbusier and Brâncusi, Calico 

Wallpaper and award-winning studio 

William Gray experimented with creating 

an architectural collage using oversized 

abstract forms. 
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M E Y E R  D AV I S  

Meyer Davis is a multi-disciplinary design 

studio with offices in New York City, Los 

Angeles, Miami, London, and Dubai. Co-founded 

by Will Meyer and Gray Davis, the firm focuses 

on luxury hospitality and residential projects 

worldwide. Meyer Davis’ public projects boast a 

welcoming, residential quality, and the studio’s 

residential projects offer a generous warmth and 

comfort that only seasoned hospitality designers 

could fashion. 

Building on over twenty years of experience 

designing custom furniture, finishes and lighting 

for their esteemed clients, the studio launched a 

product company – William Gray – as an atelier 

within Meyer Davis to disseminate the considered 

and versatile approach for which they are 

known. William Gray collaborates with inspiring 

manufacturers from across the globe to deliver 

products equally suited in the commercial and 

residential markets.
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By exploring a variety of materials with 

different textures and transparencies, and 

working with the contrast of light and shadow, 

we were able to create the visual effect of an 

embossed surface. The selected shapes are 

suggestive of the scraps and offcuts of an art 

practice, evoking the scattered ephemera that 

accumulates in a creative studio. 
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FAU V E

Fauve explores the expressivity 
of pure color
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DA DA

Dada opens the door to a surreal 
universe
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D ECO

Deco’s subdued hues bring 
subtlety to decadent details
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Featuring forms ranging from 

the organic to geometric, Ephemera reveals 

a richness of detail through the juxtaposition 

of unexpected elements. 
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PA S T I CHE

Pastiche discovers new 
combinations of material and form
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AVA N T

Avant captures the spirit of 
aesthetic transformation
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CO R B U

Corbu explores the possibilities of 
bold geometric forms
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Above is a preview of the full mural in colorway Corbu. Additional colorways available upon request.

M U R A L  A R T W O R K
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A B O U T  U S

C alico Wallpaper is a designer of bespoke 

wallpaper. The company was founded in 

Brooklyn, New York in 2013 by creative and 

life-partners Nick and Rachel Cope. Their 

process combines artisanal methods from the 

decorative arts, such as traditional marbling and 

dip-dyeing techniques, with innovative digital 

technologies. 

Calico Wallpaper works with a global roster 

of leading designers and architects. In addition 

to residential and hospitality projects, Calico 

Wallpaper’s designs have been exhibited 

internationally at the London Design Festival, 

Salone del Mobile in Milan, and have obtained 

a place in the permanent collection at Cooper 

Hewitt, Smithsonian Design Museum.
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Click for Dealer Library

Click for Image Assets

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/d89f2kevfr0nz3g/AAAv09FwB-5Jg_4kRWz_RLXHa?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/uk8eohb1d7kywkh/AABQ91ftFaalag9cGW6qTAAma?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/d89f2kevfr0nz3g/AAAv09FwB-5Jg_4kRWz_RLXHa?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/uk8eohb1d7kywkh/AABQ91ftFaalag9cGW6qTAAma?dl=0
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For Sales Inquiries

sales@calicowallpaper.com

Ephemera is available for purchase through 

Calico Wallpaper and samples 

can be ordered on the website:

www.calicowallpaper.com

http://www.calicowallpaper.com

